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Since 1986, eMaint’s Computerized Maintenance Management Software (CMMS) solution has been helping organizations better manage, monitor, and control maintenance operations, resources, equipment and compliance.

SUPPORTING 50,000+ CUSTOMERS WORLDWIDE ACROSS MULTIPLE INDUSTRIES
eMaint’s cloud-based software was developed with customers in mind. Its configurable interface and intuitive functionality allows organizations to operate efficiently anytime, anywhere.

WITH EMAINT, TEAMS CAN:
- Schedule Service and Maintenance
- Oversee Work Requests and Orders
- Keep Historical Asset Records
- Manage Data at Multiple Sites
- Increase Uptime
- Work in Multiple Languages
- Improve Reliability
- Extend Equipment Life
- Track Maintenance Costs
- Manage Workflows
- Reduce Inventory Costs
- Increase Productivity
- Regulatory Compliance

GO MOBILE
Your organization can access the system from any smartphone, tablet or PC, whether you have 10 employees at one site or 100,000 employees all over the world.

Features

1. Work Management
   - Work Requests
   - Project Management
   - Vendor Portal
   - Work Scheduling

2. Asset Management
   - History & Cost Tracking
   - Multi-site Tool Kit
   - Barcoding Support
   - Bill of Materials
   - Asset Lifecycle

3. Inventory Management
   - Inventory Control
   - Requisitioning
   - Purchasing
   - eProcurement
   - Barcoding Support

4. Integration
   - ERP Integration
   - Data Importing
   - Data Migration
   - Fluid Analysis
   - PLC Data

5. Planned Maintenance
   - Preventive Maintenance
   - Calendar Based
   - Meter Based
   - PM Projections
   - PdM Support

6. Analysis
   - Reports & Dashboards
   - Importing/Exporting
   - KPIs
SUBSCRIPTION LEVELS

TEAM
• Standard CMMS Features
• Unlimited Helpdesk Support
• Software Updates & Upgrades
• 24/7 Online Training
• Access on Any Mobile Device

PROFESSIONAL
INCLUDES EVERYTHING IN TEAM PLUS:
• Advanced Feature Set
• Dedicated Account Management
• "Sandbox" Staging Account
• Automated Workflows
• Work Request Options

ENTERPRISE
INCLUDES EVERYTHING IN PROFESSIONAL PLUS:
• Single-Sign-On Options
• Unlimited Work Request User Logins
• Access to Web API
• Multi-Site Toolkit
• User Board Membership
• Xcelerate Conference Discount

“We decided to go with eMaint's Enterprise subscription. I don't know what level you all are at, but you should do yourselves a favor, don’t waste time, go to the 'Enterprise' level and work with eMaint to achieve your goals. Hands down the right decision.” - Robert P, Pure Fishing

Rather than a "one size fits all" approach, eMaint offers a range of subscription packages designed to fit your budget, goals and your desired approach to your CMMS project, ranging from our basic "Team" level to our "Professional" and "Enterprise" levels with advanced feature sets. And if your needs change as you grow, no problem - we've got a plan for you.

55+ COUNTRIES
MULTI-LINGUAL SUPPORT

"eMaint is very well-designed and reliable. From the training modules to the dashboards of the user interface, you can tell that there is a dedicated team making sure that the system is pleasing to the eye."

- Brandon M., QVC
WHEN OUR CUSTOMERS SUCCEED, WE SUCCEED.

Let’s face it, change isn’t easy. Getting your entire organization to change the way they work can be timely and costly. But eMaint is geared for success. It helps ease the pain of change with its intuitive interface and configurable management system.

Our customer success team ensures eMaint is set-up to match your business needs. With eMaint, it’s not just about helping you through the initial implementation. That’s just the beginning for us. Our goal is to partner with you so you can meet your goals and beyond. Because when you succeed, we succeed.

INDUSTRY SOLUTIONS

EQUIPMENT UPTIME 98.8%
Spokane Industries maintains a 99.8 percent Equipment Uptime Rate with eMaint CMMS.

IN-HOUSE LABOR COSTS 50%
Champion Technologies saved an average of 50% on in-house labor costs and 30% on parts purchased directly from suppliers.

WORK COMPLETION RATE 96%
Troy Design now sustains a 96% work completion rate with improved customer satisfaction.
HELPING ORGANIZATIONS AROUND THE GLOBE
IMPLEMENT WORLD-CLASS MAINTENANCE OPERATIONS
WITH OUR CLOUD-BASED ON-DEMAND SOFTWARE SOLUTIONS

STAY CONNECTED.

facebook.com/CMMSsoftware
blogs.emaint.com
twitter.com/emaintx3

linkedin.com/company/emaint-enterprises
plus.google.com/+Emaint
youtube.com/emaint

emaint
A Fluke Company

Computerized Maintenance Management Software

www.emaint.com • 239-494-8928